Abstract-USP TECHNICOM is a platform that should serve students, staff and business subjects for the development of joint workplaces and for setting up new hitech startups. The initiative to support entrepreneurial skills of university community (preferably but not exclusively), students and staff with innovative ideas was transformed into real project of creating services for supporting startups, young SMEs, innovators and acceleration of the ideas from research into commerce.
II. MISSION OF THE USP TECHNICOM
The project of creating USP TECHNICOM is designed in full compliance with European science, technology and innovation policy currently declared particularly in Europe 2020 Strategy [4] . The results of the project will contribute to enhanced cooperation between research teams at inter-regional and international level, in terms of the declared intention of shaping the EU as the 'Innovation Union' [5] .
The strategic objective of the project is to "build USP TECHNICOM as an internationally recognized centre of research and technology transfer in the field of innovative applications supported by knowledge technologies" [6] .
The strategy of forming a project for the creation of USP TECHNICOM was therefore based on the following three aspects:
1. Flexible collaboration with top domestic and international research, which guarantees a permanent 'repository' of innovative initiatives, projects and products used by USP both for targeted applied R&D and for potential acceleration of innovative entrepreneurship.
Effective platform for (targeted) applied R&D and
Innovation, which supports both the academic and non academic institutions and centres, as well as joint R&D centres based on mutually effective collaboration between the academic and commercial or public institutions. 3 . Effective portfolio of business services focused on an efficient business transfer of R&D products and services into practice and to initiate progressive acceleration of innovative entrepreneurship based on professionally-selected R&D output. The aim is to create an environment and conditions for the development of creative scientific work and effective research and development collaboration between the public and commercial sector at a level comparable with those in countries with high innovation impact [6] .
To fulfil the adopted strategic objective of "establishing USP TECHNICOM as an internationally recognized centre for research and technology transfer", three specific aims (SA) of the project were formulated: Figure 1 .
Premises of the Technology Innovation Centre PK10 with offices reserved for some of the startup companies operating within TUKE Startup Centre TUKE Startup Centre was established in April 16, 2014 to promote entrepreneurial activities at academic ground as a result of the Technical University of Košice initiative. TUKE Startup Centre is an organizational structure, developed in the University Centre of Innovation, Technology Transfer and Intellectual Property Protection (UCITT) with regional scope. Its mission and activities also meets as well one of the objective of the University Science Park TECHNICOM project -which is "Business Acceleration".
The aim of TUKE Startup centre is to create motivating and creative environment in the Košice and Prešov regions that will help not only students, but also all the people of the region with innovative potential to develop in different areas of operation. The major idea is to "start" the process that would encourage people to implement their innovative ideas and would help turn ideas into commercially useful product or service. The TUKE is to support strongly the ambition of TUKE Startup Centre participants by expert consultancy as well as its excellent research infrastructure.
Three innovative ideas contests, in 2014 and in 2015 have been organized. The contest with title "Have you got an idea? Present your START-UP!" met this objective and at the same time it was the first successful action of the TUKE Startup centre. These ideas have the potential for a future startup, or have already arisen under existing startups. The process of ideas/startups evaluation can be seen at the Fig.1 and Fig. 2 .
36 candidates were enrolled in all three contests on 27 March 2014, 27 November 2014 and 30 July 2015. After presenting their ideas the committee decided about placing them into the TUKE Startup centre. There were already 14 innovative ideas supported by having 6-months preincubation period in the TUKE Startup centre and recently there are 5 new teams placed into the TUKE Startup centre (Table 1 ). 
Apt Elements
Design and development of innovative and practical products for web, mobile and embedded platforms.
Galileo
Development of modular hardware designed for all industries working with high-quality and multichannel audio.
getFarmer*
Development of web and mobile applications to make locally grown foods from small farms accessible to people.
GRID*
Web service for fast and easy analysis and visualization of data from various sources.
SchoolTab
The mobile application designed for educational organizations interested in using the tablet as a tool in learning process.
Virtual TUKE tour
The creation of so-called virtual tours, i.e. panoramic images that show 360 ° / 180 ° of space as if the visitor was directly placed in a position with the possibility of vision in any direction using specialized techniques. 2nd startup contest
Blink
The development of wireless flash that will make photos full of life, color and natural skin tones.
CEELABS *
HW a SW solutions in the field of information collection and management of SmartGrid networks.
CropTek *
Smart hydroponic, fully autonomous, highly scalable systems connected to the cloud for home as well as corporate, indoor and outdoor food production.
EFEOS *
Enabling sharing events using streaming devices with connection to the Internet (e.g. Smartphone, Google Glasses, Dron, IPcam or classic camera).
5.
Fixer * System to eliminate errors caused by human factor at work on a production line.
6.
Gruveo* Free online video platform for making calls over the Internet with a focus on ease as never before.
Vizualizačky.sk
The development of a tool for interactive interior designing in the environment of dynamic visualization. 3rd startup contest 1. Chargebrella A unique umbrella that can produce electric energy from heat.
Emomime
The Future of Point-of-Purchase Advertising by replacing static mannequins with a digital human that lures people inside the shop using constantly improving Artificial Intelligence.
HoneyLOG
HoneyLOG (honeypot logs) deals with IT security using traps to attract attackers, help to find out information and detect them (also zero-day attacks). It not only analysis data but also plan to create system for prediction & recommendation.
Fitliner
Professional fitness training using web camera wherever the user is can get guidance from the trainers.
VARIM
Automatic food preparing device targeted to individual user and mass production (canteens, hospitals etc.)
*SELECTED FOR INCUBATION PHASE
• Support in utilizing specialized institutions, laboratories and other facilities of TUKE for implementing project plans, • Support in obtaining partners from commercial environment, in searching for potential investors and the creation of a business plan.
Due to placement in the TUKE Startup centre the participants are able to use:
• office space for work on the project intention (idea) free of charge for 6 months, • Internet connection and calls within the TUKE network free of charge, • meeting room of UCITT and dayroom of TUKE Startup centre, • expert consultancy on the implementation of the project intention,
• assistance in use of equipment of particular TUKE sites The advantage of the TUKE Startup centre is the connection of quality infrastructure with mentoring support. Mentors not only are experienced in Slovak academic and commercial sector, but through projects financed by European funds and European commercial environment they are able to develop in full manner the potential of the particular idea and translate the results of operations in the TUKE Startup centre into economic practice.
As for premises, in 2014 TUKE Startup Centre was placed into: 1. the building of the Technology Innovation Centre, on the first floor of which they occupy four fully equipped rooms as well as a dayroom assigned for business negotiations with potential investors and mentoring activities.
the Laboratory for Streaming Technology and
Computer Networks Laboratory in the TUKE headquarters building for easier access to technologies necessary for the implementation of the project intents of selected startups.
TUKE Startup centre has launched their own website informing on important activities [7] .
IV. SUCCESSES AND RESULTS OF STARTUPS SUPPORTED BY TUKE STARTUP CENTRE
The initiative of TUKE and UCITT -creation of TUKE Startup centre -was not a greenfield project. Entities operating in the framework of TUKE whose efforts grew into forming a startup have already gained rich and remarkable achievements in this area as well as experience at international level. Ventures. This investment will help strengthen business development and international operations.
Startup EFEOS included in the TUKE
The aim of the Technical University of Košice and UCITT, under which TUKE Startup Centre belongs, is to constantly improve the quality of services in support of startups and innovative ideas. This has also been proven by the Grant Agreement with the Slovak Business Agency (SBA) for the organization of competitions "Got an idea? Present your startup!" in 2014.
Technical University of Kosice through UCITT also participated in the tender issued by SBA on acquisition of overlimit contract entitled: Programme to support startups and Schemes for startups (de minimis aid scheme) -Partners. If successful, TUKE will get substantial funding to provide (between the years 2015 to 2017) expert information, advisory, training and educational activities in the area, to organize other startup events, offer individual mentoring and professional services in further promotion of startups.
In 2014, preliminary discussions were held with representatives of SAAB, Lead where the possibilities of cooperation with TUKE were discussed. In November 2014 a seminar aimed at supporting the activities and services of incubator at TUKE, as well as business startups was held. During the seminar, issues of vision, mission and activities of the UCITT business incubator were discussed in a creative manner, objectives and milestones were defined, and a preliminary plan of further heading was developed. The output of the meetings and seminar was a draft of agreement on cooperation, and specifying the support of the TUKE Startup centre activities.
V. APPROSACH TO THE CREATING OF TUKE INCUBATOR The effort of USP TECHNICOM research workers and UCITT team at TUKE is continuous improvement of support for start-ups and follow-up incubation services for successful graduates of pre-incubation. This is evidenced by the contract of a cooperation with SAAB, under which our research team has an opportunity to develop long-term cooperation strategy of incubation process with one of the best on Sweden incubator LEAD created at the University of Linköping. Model of business innovation acceleration at TUKE (adapted by the courtesy of the Lead Incubator / Sweden).
The outcome of this cooperation was shaping and processing of "workflow" model (Fig. 4) , the process of ensuring the acceleration of innovation business, which on one hand, uses approaches and methodologies elaborated within the project USP TECHNICOM, on the other hand it takes into account the experience gained by the Swedish partners from the incubator LEAD.
VI. CONCLUSION
The goal of Technical university of Košice is to create an environment that will inspire, motivate and encourage young people in innovative thinking about further development of their lives and careers. In the paper the authors tried to briefly present the current trends in the development of solutions to address the "acceleration of innovation business" with regard to the TUKE conditions and mission within the project USP TECHNICOM. Indicated approaches are gradually created to establish a comprehensive system of acceleration and incubation of innovative business based on efficient forms of transfer of research results into practice.
